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Abstract. Sharing information in loosely coupled enterprises or virtual
corporations demands a flexible and dynamic architecture, suitable for
their individual data policies. The aim of this paper is to present the
D́ıgame architecture, which balances both, local autonomy and a reason-
able degree of information sharing. Therefore we combine the well known
concept of loosely coupled multidatabases with more recent research in
Peer–to–Peer or grid computing, satisfying the needs of modern intra-
and inter-enterprise collaboration. In our architecture data and schema
updates are propagated actively to subscribing component databases,
without being managed by any central authority. This replication gives
us the possibility to realize individual integration on each single peer.

1 Motivation

Since the first centralized databases found their way into the enterprises in the
late 60s, the needs and requirements have changed towards a more distributed
management of data. Today there are many corporations which possess a large
amount of databases, often spread over different regions or countries and gener-
ally connected to a network. These local databases (components or component
systems) typically raised in an autonomous and independent manner, fitting the
special needs of the users at the local site. The design of the databases and the
functionalities provided, intend to fulfil the aims of the departments. This leads
to logical and physical differences in the databases concerning data formats,
concurrency control, the data manipulation language or the data model [1]. An
information system is required to integrate the information of these heteroge-
neous data sources to provide a global access.

One of the main challenges in the integration of data in such environments, is
the autonomy of the participating data nodes (peers). This autonomy implies the
ability to choose its own database design and operational behaviour [2]. Local
autonomy is tightly attached to the data ownership, i.e. who is responsible for
the correctness, availability and consistency of the shared data. Centralizing
data means, to limit local autonomy and revoke the responsibility from the local
administrator, which is not reasonable in many cases. The federated architecture
for decentralizing data has to balance both, the highest possible local autonomy
and a reasonable degree of information sharing [3].



In this paper we introduce the vision of the D́ıgame architecture, a Dynamic
Information Grid in an Active Multidatabase Environment, which actively
propagates data and schema updates over import/export-components between
dynamically connectable data peers. This architecture offers a flexible and fail–
safe information platform based on the data policies in organisations achieving a
feasible trade–off between local autonomy and a reasonable degree of information
sharing.

2 D́ıgame Architecture

2.1 Vision

The aim of this work is to introduce an architecture which allows the dynamic
connection of data sources without restricting their local autonomy in order to
share selected information. This union is based on Peer-to-Peer (P2P) concepts
and operates without any central administrative instance.

The administrator of each peer makes a subset of its data accessible. Other
peers are now able to integrate this data into their local databases, subscribing to
a specific part of the data provided. Thereupon updates are propagated automat-
ically to the subscribers by the data source, including both, data and schema
modifications. Each data source of this dynamic information grid is herewith
able to maintain an up-to-date replica of the required data and schema items.
As there is no general rule for the integration of the replicated data, it has to be
integrated individually by the administrator of each subscriber database.

Our architecture is especially designed to support dynamic intra– and inter–
enterprise collaboration, by enabling each department involved to supply all
relevant partners with the required information.

2.2 Components

We will now discuss the required components of the architecture using a case
study, to draw up the benefits of our dynamic information grid. This exam-
ple describes our approach to solve one of the multiple challenges concerning
collaborative work: distributed information management.

Consider a worldwide operating company, planning the launch of a new prod-
uct. To simplify our scenario, we assume that there are solely three departments
involved in this business process, the executive board (management), the sales of-
fice and product engineering. Further departments may join this collaboration at
any time. Each department manages its own database, to store the information
for which it is responsible. The management produces basic data of the prod-
uct. This includes deadlines, descriptions, workflows and additional objectives.
This management information is substantial for the further product develop-
ment and the work in the participating departments. The product engineering
uses a predefined part of that management data as basic conditions for the
concrete implementation and technical realization. Local applications like CAD
or measurement programs create additional data which has to be stored sepa-
rately. According to the product engineering the sales department enriches the



authoritative management data with concrete concepts for the oncoming prod-
uct launch. Furthermore concrete development plans of the product engineering
are required to prepare sales strategies. Both, sales and product engineering
departments, concretize the strategic guidelines of the management in their spe-
cific assignment. To keep track of the costs and the progress of the project, it is
indispensable for the management to access the product engineering and sales
departement’s relevant information just mentioned.

Basically there are two different techniques for providing the peers (depart-
ments) with the required data. Contrary to the commonly used method querying
the data sources actively, our approach uses replication of data and schema, ini-
tiated by the data source. Referring to our example, the executive board gets
data updates whenever changes occur in the sales and/or product engineering
databases rather than having to request for updated data items continuously.
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Fig. 1. D́ıgame Architecture

Our D́ıgame architecture (Figure 1) consists of the following components:

Autonomous Component Databases: As already mentioned our architec-
ture is designed for integrating data from across autonomous data sources.
The peers involved are linked to an information grid, retaining their local
autonomy completely. According to the 3-level-architecture [4] and the ar-
chitecture for loosely coupled multidatabases [3], each component database
consists, besides the internal schema, of a conceptual and several external
schemas. The conceptual schema (CS) comprises the locally maintained pri-
vate schema (PS) and a couple of schemas imported from other peers (IS),
managed by a wrapper component. Local applications (A) access the data
via external schemas (ES), which are derived from the whole conceptual
schema, providing solely read-only access to all imported schemas. The grid
infrastructure does not include a global view over the integrated data, but
every peer maintains its own integrated schema. Due to the absence of a
global view, we have ideal conditions for individual integrations on each
peer.

Wrapper: The core of our dynamic information grid is the wrapper component.
As part of the middleware, it is responsible for negotiating and establish-



ing communication and exchanging data between the component databases.
Therefore it maintains a repository containing all the meta data accumu-
lated, particularly a copy of the import schemas mentioned above and export
schemas (XS) based exclusively on the private schema. Of course correspond-
ing schema information has to be stored only if data is imported or exported.
Thus the participation level corresponds directly to the amount of schema
information the wrapper has to manage. In fact each import schema matches
an export schema, offered by one of the remaining peers.
In addition to the repository, two more modules have to be implemented
inside the wrapper. A publishing unit is used for transmitting information.
Earlier research proposes several mechanisms helping a wrapper to identify
data modifications [5, 6]. If there are triggers of underlaying database sys-
tems available, they should be used. The counterpart of the publisher is a
subscribing unit, which receives incoming information. Both units contain a
negotiator, which sets up a communication channel, used by a data handler,
to exchange data in a standardized format (e.g. RDF).

2.3 Characteristics

Our architecture combines the advantages of established concepts known not
only in the database field, but also in related research areas, like grid or P2P
computing. The combination of the established Three Schema Architecture [4]
and that of loosely coupled multidatabases [3] with the achievements of the more
recent field of P2P data management [7] provides a promising framework for an
enterprise information platform. We are thus able to apply the flexible inter-
connectivity of P2P systems to multidatabases, including not only relational
databases, but a loosely coupled federation of virtually any kind of data source.
Although we focus in this paper on relational database systems, our architec-
ture can be adapted to X.500 directory services or even file systems by simply
adjusting the wrapper component.

In fact, the data replication on each subscriber database provides a couple of
advantages, according to distributed databases systems [8]. As the peers serve
all their local applications with the data required, there is no need for these to
query remote data sources, leading to an increase of performance. Furthermore,
a temporary network blackout can be bridged without being noticed by the
applications. Comparable to distributed databases, in scenarios with more data
queried than modified, even a significant reduction of network traffic can be
obtained. Of course a replication entails the redundant storage of data items,
but this disadvantage is neglectable due to the rapid decrease of storage costs.

To ensure a high level of data quality, the data can only be modified by the
data owner. Information sharing between autonomous data sources is realized
without loss of data ownership and autonomy on each peer, leading to a higher
quality of data [9].

To guarantee both, the correctness and up-to-dateness of the data, each single
modification is propagated by pushing it to the subscriber databases. Hence each
peer is able to provide, a running network environment supposed, up-to-date data
to its applications at any time.



3 Related Work

Simultaneously to the first generation of grid computing in the mid 1990s [10]
some efforts arised to use distributed resources for information retrieval. Al-
though the Information Grid of Rao et al. [11] is focused on giving an integra-
tive user interface for distributed information, this approach can be seen as an
early forerunner of the so called Data Grid [12], a specialization and extension
of grid computing. Its intention is to create an architecture of integrated hetero-
geneous technologies in a coordinated fashion. Though we admit that a global
metadata repository as proposed by Chervenak et al. would simplify many of
the challenges, we abstain from that that effort of re-centralization, as it brings
many difficulties about: every schema change has to be replicated to the global
schema directory. The effect is a single point of failure, exactly the opposite of
what we wanted to construct. We thus prefer to keep the databases as they are:
autonomous, loosely coupled, and without a single point of failure.

With the raise of filesharing systems like Napster or Gnutella [13] the
database community started to seriously adopt the idea of P2P systems to the
formerly known loosely coupled database systems. Contrary to the data grid,
P2P database systems do not have a global control in form of a global reg-
istry, global services, or a global resource management, but multiple databases
with overlapping and inconsistent data. These P2P databases resemble hetero-
geneous and distributed databases, also known as multidatabases [14]. Currently
the database community makes a great effort in investigating P2P databases.
Particularly the Piazza [7] project is worth mentioning, where a P2P system is
built up with the techniques of the Semantic Web [15] with local point–to–point
data translations, rather than mapping to common mediated schemas or ontolo-
gies. Contrary to Halevy et al., we deal mainly with relational data and do not
have a global schema, as every peer may have its own import–/export–schema
combination. For a more general glimpse on data mappings in P2P systems see
[16].

Our strategy allows data to be exchanged among distributed databases con-
nected through a lazy network. This means, that although a running network
may not be guaranteed and thus some data broadcasts may be lost, the system
heals itself. This challenge resembles the problems known from environments
with mobile databases. Current research covers synchronous mobile client syn-
chronization, i.e. data changes are propagated periodically and not just in time of
the data change. In contrast to the broadcast disks, we ensure in our model, that
data is only broadcasted to the clients when changes occur, unless the communi-
cation between both peers crashes. Hence our approach resembles a push–based
system with a pull-based fallback, similar to [17] with the major difference that
our approach is not based on broadcast disks, but on a push–based replication
strategy also found in mobile clients like [18], resembling the software engineer-
ing’s Observer–Pattern [19]. This pattern gives us a prototype of how to notify
all interested databases about data updates [18]. As a result, communication
is only started, if a data update has occurred and a database is interested. In
consequence, data broadcasts are minimized.



Following the argumentation in [20] and [12] our model provides Single–
Master Replication, the only guarantor for data stability and clear defined data
flows.

Most of the research on active multidatabases has been done concerning
global integrity. Chawathe et al. [21] propose a a toolkit for constraint manage-
ment in loosely coupled systems. To mention is also the idea of Gupta and Widom
to optimize the testing of global constraints by local verification [22]. Conrad and
Türker [6] sketch a more general architecture for an active federated database
system. They extend a multidatabase system by ECA-Rules to preserve con-
sistency. A main challenge hereby is to detect local events, especially schema
and data modifications, which is commonly done by a software module for each
data source, i.e. a monitor or wrapper component. Basically two approaches are
therefore proposed: Conrad and Türker use the event detection ability of the
underlying subsystem, while Blanco et al. [5] use the operating system to signal
schema modifications by directly observing changes to the data(base) files.

4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented in this paper an architecture for a dynamic information grid
in an active multidatabase environment, suitable for sharing information across
autonomous and heterogeneous data sources. Our loosely coupled federation en-
riched with P2P and grid computing concepts, enables collaborative work pre-
serving local autonomy. Data and schema modifications are actively propagated
to the clients after they have subscribed to the information offered by the data
source.

For a complete implementation of the D́ıgame architecture, there are still
some challenges to be taken. In the next step of the project we will focus on the
detailed specification of the wrapper component, particularly on the negotiator
and the data handler, for being able to establish communication between isolated
peers. Therefore we have to specify a communication protocol and a data and
schema exchange format.

Due to its characteristics D́ıgame provides a sophisticated infrastructure for
a diversified application field, including e-business, e-science or e-health, initiat-
ing the next generation of collaborative work.
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